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The best Lab Computer c. 1970, the PDP12The best Lab Computer c. 1970, the PDP12

12 bit processor;
4kb expanded to 16kb
12 bit processor;
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What’s Happened in TBI in the last 40 years?
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The Tower of
Babel?
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• Centripetal: a complex variation of reticular

• Pontine Cholinergic System: activation of
inhibitory system in dorsal pons

• Convulsive: Sx like those of sz: eg. excitatory

After Shaw 2006 in Foundations of Sport
related Brain Injuries, (Slobounov and
Sebastianelli) Springer



Subsequently, this has become known as the
centripetal theory of concussion (CTC)

“It is suggested that rotational components of accelerative trauma to the head
produce a graded centripetal progression of diffuse cortical-subcortical
disconnexion phenomena which is always maximal at the periphery and
enhanced at sites of structural inhomogeneity.”

Presented, in
part, 1st IRCOBI ,
1973
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Centripetal TheoryCentripetal Theory

• Cited by 896 papers as of 1 September 2015

• 3rd most cited paper on concussion since 1974

• 27% of concussion papers have <10 citations
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useful concept
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•Did this result in too much focus on
the axon?

Corollary Question:



What is concussion today?What is concussion today?

Mechanical Energy

Stress/force

Response

No Sx, No altered
function =
No Concussion

Sx or altered
function =
Concussion
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Current Concept of Concussion and the CTC
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The theories of concussion
have lagged far behind the
publications
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• Olfactory concussion: posttraumatic symptoms arising from the
olfactory nerves, bulbs or tracts such as diminished or exaggerated
smell.

• Retinal concussion: posttraumatic symptoms arising from retinal
motions or from traumatic alterations of the electroretinogram such as
diminished, dim or “fuzzy” vision, photophobia or visual aberrations.
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stimulation or depression of the branches of the trigeminal nerve such
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semicircular canal dysfunction such as dizziness, balance problems,
lightheadedness.

• Auditory Concussion: posttraumatic symptoms arising from cochlear
dysfunction such as hyper or hypoacousis, sensitivity to noise.
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nerves, muscles, joints, ligaments or blood vessels in the neck such
as neck pain, numbness/pain in posterior portion of head,
lightheadedness.

• Spinal concussion: posttraumatic symptoms arising from the
cervical spinal cord such as tingling, numbness, weakness.

• Psychological Concussion: posttraumatic symptoms arising from the
influence of mechanical energy on one’s overall psychological state.
This is a more abstract “injury”, the magnitude and expression
(symptoms) of which depend on not only the magnitude of the
mechanical input but also on the pre-existing personality “strength”.
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